Mass & Weight Crossword - Part 1

Using the definitions below, solve the crossword on Page 12! To help you out, we’ve provided a word bank at the bottom of this page, but try to see how well you do without using it!

**ACROSS**

1. Where astronauts go.
5. Push or pull on an object.
8. It keeps you grounded.
9. The stuff around you is made of this.
11. Tiny bits of matter.
13. If I want a birthday party to go well, then should probably
14. A tendency to do nothing or to remain unchanged.

**DOWN**

2. It means the world to me.
3. The amount of space taken up by matter.
4. Force of gravity on an object.
6. Used to measure weight.
7. Unit of mass.
9. Amount of matter an object takes up.
10. Used to measure mass.
11. Force over a given area.
12. Unit of force.

**Word Bank**

- EARTH
- SPACE
- GRAVITY
- NEWTON
- PLANET
- VOLUME
- WEIGHT
- PRESSURE
- FORCE
- SCALE
- BALANCE
- KILOGRAM
- PARTICLES
- INERTIA
- MASS
- MATTER